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Trauma, guilt, shame, and all that go with such negativity are part of the cocktail
of the human psyche. This year, the staff of the Sequoya Review found themselves
overwhelmed as the words they read during the selection process flew into their
brains with the power of gunpowder igniting. The stories they chose for the
magazine have an underlying thread that emerges when they are placed adjacent
to each other. Whether the subjects deal with violence, guilt, humiliation, or
addiction, the focus of these stories seems to collectively reach out to point to an
overarching, unintentional theme: criticism of an unjust world.
These pieces found each other and now we want them to play out the literary
perfect storm they generate by being in contact with one another
another— from page to
maelstrom that is life. We feel the necessity of entering the storm as the speaker in
“Pink” makes a momentous decision. “Eighteen Years” places us at the heart of the
storm as human cruelty whips out its whirlwind. But in “My Experience in Israel”
and “Tales From a Twenty Year-Old-Virgin,” we are given the base of a recipe for
resolve to face such a maelstrom. The storm is rocky, but resolution—a
resolutio
a safe haven—
have
may await us at the climax.
The name of the storm in our poetry selection must be “distance.” Whether it be
the distance between generations as addressed by “Drinking Alone by Chiado” or
between the speaker and the world as it is as depicted in the stanzas of “Yesterday,
You Said Tomorrow.”
Breathe deeply—
deeply—
y—the
the eye of the storm is passing over, and now you are entering into
the heart of the matter that is this year’s Sequoya Review.

RACHEL FORD
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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page. From “Pink” to “Eighteen Years,” we as readers face the turbulence of the

A HISTORY
January 2014
I was born at The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga in 1965. Since then, I have
been given different names, but now I go by Sequoya—Sequoya Review. I grew up
on the university and have been raised by many talented students with a range of
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different majors. I am filled with their stories every year and am shared on and off
campus. When I was 20 or so pages long, I had poems and short stories written by
other students who I had no knowledge of. I loved to share their stories as I do now
at 113 pages. Each year I get dressed up with the designs of my art editor and share
what the university and its students have to offer—true talent.
Now, I have many forms of media to share with my communit
community —creative non-fiction
and fiction stories, essays, articles, poems, visual arts, and photographs. I have
helped benefit the lives of students for 48 years, and I have enjoyed every page.
Along with the published works, I share the pride of the work presented by the
people who raised me. Each year, I am raised by new individuals who make me who
I am and make me able to share the published works that deserve to be shared.
To my readers, thank you for welcoming me—us—into your lives. Our sole purpose
is to share the talent that the students, alumni, and members of the university have to
offer, and of course, provide you with entertainment.
Enjoy,
—SR
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EIGHTEEN YEARS
CECILIA LAVOIE
2013
SENIOR

The first time someone calls me fat I push him into a pile
of mud.
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“You don’t know anything,” I scream. “I’m beautiful.”
I am eight.
The second time is from my best friend.
“I’m sorry, but you can’t come skating with us,” she says,
her voice indifferent. I pull the corded phone from my ear
and stare at it as she continues, “We want to meet boys
and boys don’t like fat girls.”

BUT I AM A BROKEN JACK-IN-THE-BOX,
BOBBING RELENTLESSLY BETWEEN WHAT
IS RIGHT AND WHAT IS WRONG. MY
COILED SPRINGS START TO RUST AND I
AM NOW AS UGLY AS I AM DEFEATED

My mom walks into the
kitchen as I slam the phone
down into the cradle. She
doesn’t notice my anger.
“Will you take me to the
skating rink?” I ask her.

She looks up from her
crossword puzzle, sees the determination in my upturned
chin and steely gaze, and concedes without question,
saying we will leave in an hour.
The skating rink glimmers from the strobe lights and
disco balls above us, reflecting off the wooden floor like
multicolored flames. From across the room, Brianna’s wiry
head of hair squirms around like the long black worms
my dad uses to catch fish. She’s sitting with three other
girls from our grade, girls who have never given her the
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the altar at our church.
“Are you excited for school to start, my dear?”
I nod and smile. My grandfather is a good, kind man.
“Do you have everything you need?”

I am eleven.
“You look like you’ve lost weight,” my teacher says to me as
I walk to the swing set. As I turn to look at her, something
deep within takes root. An emptiness I have never felt
before. I run home, leaving a trail of clothes behind me,
and look at my naked body in the bathroom mirror.
Jagged lines stretch across my stomach like battle scars.
My fingers trace the lines until I have connected each one
together, until my entire body resembles a wound.
I am thirteen.
“You’re so fucking disgusting,” the boy I like spits the words
in my face. Inside my throat, I fumble with the words I
need to say. The words that the courageous eight-yearold I once was would have spoken. She is screaming to be
heard, to be respected. But, I am a broken jack-in-the-box,
bobbing relentlessly between what is right and what is
wrong. My coiled springs start to rust and I am now as ugly
as I am defeated.

Again, I nod. My mother says otherwise, though, she says
he’s cruel.
“I need to talk to you about something. You want to make
friends in college, don’t you?”
Why yes, grandfather, I do.
“I’m only saying this because I know how cruel kids your
age can be. Your mother struggled with her weight her
entire childhood and people were cruel to her, too. You
want them to like you, right? Because I don’t think they
will at the size you are now.”
The summer heat radiating from outside the church fills
my lungs like clay and I can hardly breathe. I am on the
altar. I am the sacrificial lamb. He wraps a feeble arm
around my shoulders and gently stabs me, killing off who I
am in exchange for who he wants me to be.
I am eighteen.

I am fifteen.
It is a month before I leave for college. My grandfather, a
war veteran and strict Catholic, sits me down in front of
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slightest bit of attention before tonight. I don’t look at
her as I pass the table she’s sitting at but I know her well
enough to understand her silence means she’s stunned I
came without her permission. A boy asks me to skate with
him. Brianna watches from the outskirts as we lap around
the rink for a fifth time. I grin at her.
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KEREN BEDDOE
2013
SENIOR
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SELF PORTRAIT
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PINK
SARAH HEDRICK
2013
SENIOR
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That night I escape from his arms. I run to the bathroom and hide in the shower, turning
the water to a scalding temperature. It burns my skin but I cannot move that knob. I
deserve this. I wish I could wash away what I have done. I wish it would melt away the
layers of my skin, taking my sins with it.
I dream of screams. Are they my own screams? Are they yours? Are they the screams
of the middle-aged women across the street waving their harsh rhetoric in the air? Or,
perhaps I am over-exaggerating my circumstances, even here
in dreamland.

DESPITE EVERY EFFORT TO DETER

THEM, I FIND MY THOUGHTS FIRMLY

I awake to a feeling of emptiness.

PLANTED ON ONE MACABRE THEME

We were herded into a dim-lit room with pink walls and pink
chairs. Pink, such a feminine color, I think to myself. Pink
was the color of my childhood room. Perhaps I can find comfort in here. My childhood
memories enter my mind. I remember playing with Play-Doh, how mad I would always get
because there was never a jar of that pudgy dough in my favorite color. Instead, I always
had to mold together white and red to create pink.
Pink—so closely related to red, perhaps the younger and more naïve sister. Red—the color
of blood; the color of death: Macbeth and his dagger. No, I cannot find comfort in this room
after all. Despite every effort to deter them, I find my thoughts firmly planted on one
macabre theme.
I sit in my pink chair, trying my hardest to avoid eye contact with the others. I look to the
floor; I stare at my hands folded in my lap; I chastise myself for picking at my cuticles. The
tips of my fingers are all broken and bloody. Despite every effort, I can’t control it. My sight
starts to wander. Out of the corner of my eye I study the girl next to me. She is so young, no
older than sixteen. I remember her from the room before sitting with her mother quietly
and remember wondering if her mother was the reason she was here.
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He draws back the curtain to our shower and I refuse to look at him. “What is wrong?”
he asks.
“I felt dirty.”
I go through the motions of washing my hair. I scrub down my body with my green loofah
one…two…and three times. All the while he stands there watching me silently and refusing
to leave. I don’t want to burden him with my shame and guilt. He does not deserve to feel
this way. He does not deserve to be reminded of our past circumstance. He did not make
this decision, I did.
“I had no other choice,” I hear one of the girls say. The others respond with grunts and headnods of agreement. I say nothing. I don’t want to draw attention to myself. I wish for a veil
across my face. I wish for some form of anonymity. Maybe they will forget about me. Or,
better yet, maybe they won’t even notice me. I am so ashamed.
One by one we leave the pink room and are escorted to our own private cells. After the
door shuts behind me, the woman with the empty eyes courteously asks me to take off my
clothes and hands me a thin paper robe.
I lay down on the cold plastic chair. It sticks to the naked skin of my back and makes
awkward noises as I settle into the most comfortable position I can manage. She lifts my
ankles into the harsh metal stirrups and quietly leaves. I lay there, completely exposed
and shivering.
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Then, my eyes wander to the woman sitting across from me. She has to be my mother’s age,
at least. How odd, she does not fit the stereotype I had imagined would be here. She is so
small and thin and is fidgeting more than the teenager beside me. I notice the girl sitting
next to her. She has dark bags under her eyes and looks as if she hasn’t slept for days. She
was the one who had parked next to us this morning. We had hurried along beside her and
her friend as we made our way to the door with our heads drooped low, avoiding the verbal
bullets attacking our backs and whizzing past our ears.

CREATIVE NONFICTION
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The minutes drag on. I lose count of how many songs have played over the speakers.
I desperately want to escape this bone-chilling cold. I try to keep my mind preoccupied.
I count how many tiles are on the ceiling. I stare at my pale feet trapped in their metal
grips. If only I had left my socks on. At least one part of me could have stayed warm and
then no one would have noticed the chipped colors on my toenails. But it’s too late now.
I am so cold and I can’t help but wonder if it is physical, or if this is just my mind playing
tricks on me. I settle on both, I’m shivering because of the chill of this room and the
chill within me. I’m so sorry, I keep thinking. I repeat it in my head over and over again,
expanding every syllable. The room smells stale, but there is a faint scent of alcohol, of
needles, and of fear residing in the air. I hear doors open and close in the hallway outside.
What is taking them so long? Are they prolonging this to make me sweat it out, let me
wallow in my guilt for as long as possible? Maybe they’re putting me to the test. Perhaps
they think I will get cold feet. A song about a cold crack whore comes on over the speaker.
The irony is so thick in this room I’m not sure if I will be able to take another breath.
Someone finally disrupts my thoughts. I blessedly leave my mind and attempt what I hope
is the faintest resemblance of a smile. The doctor is young and plain. She wears no makeup
and has no color to her cheeks. Her hair is cropped short and she doesn’t bother to return
my smile. She goes on about medicines, resting….I know I should pay attention but I do not.
Instead, I can’t help but wonder about her. Is she judging me? Am I a hypocrite for remotely
judging her? As she drones on, I nod my head whenever she pauses; I’ve deemed these
acceptable times to nod. Perhaps she actually believes I am listening to what she says.
Another nurse makes her way through the door. She attempts to place the IV needle in
my arm. She stabs at the inner spot in the crease of my elbow, occasionally tapping it
harshly with two fingers. She moves to my wrist, tries my other arm, and hesitantly calls
in a second nurse for assistance. Tears fall down my cheeks. The needles hurt, but I can
handle it. The second nurse is more aggressive than the first. She clenches my arms and
takes more jabs at the tender spots on my arms and wrists. This hurts, but I deserve it. I’m
a rotten person. I should have never gotten myself in this situation to begin with. I should
have never made this selfish decision. The pain I am feeling is nothing in comparison to
how you will feel, or what you will never feel. I’m not giving you a chance. I’m not giving
you a chance to cry, to breathe, to feel pain, to love. I am making this decision for you and
it’s not right.
I begin to sob after their failed attempts to puncture my veins. The nurses stop what they
are doing. One says threatening words while the other pats my head and coos into my ear.
I take a deep breath, steady myself, and the nurse finally eases the needle into my vein.
I succumb to the heaviness in my eyelids. I’m vaguely aware of movement around me and
the humming of a machine.
I dream of screams.
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MARIAH
MERCEDES LL ANOS
2013
JUNIOR
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UNTITLED
KELSI DENHAM
2013
SENIOR
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MY EXPERIENCE IN ISRAEL
MALIK MOUGHRABI
2013
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JUNIOR

I’ve been an American my entire life; born and raised
in a small southern town in Tennessee. I go to school,
study, and work. I’ve been an American by all means.
However, an innocent trip to visit my family turned into a
nightmare that would forever change my life. It all started
when I arrived at the passport control center at Israel’s
Ben Gurion Airport on December 11, 2 012.
I stood in the line labeled “Foreign Passports” where a
young Israeli woman was working the counter. After
twenty minutes it was my turn. The woman asked me a
few questions as she scanned my passport.
“Where are you going?”
“Jerusalem,” I answered.
“What is your purpose?”
“To visit Jerusalem,’’ I told her.
“What is your mother’s name?”
I answered. Then, in a heavy Hebrew accent, she said, “Go.
You need security check.”
This wasn’t a surprise to me. After all, it is common for
Arabs to receive “special treatment” whenever traveling
through Israel regardless of citizenship. This treatment is
usually given based on the name or birthplace of the
Arab traveler.
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So I took my bags and made my way to the makeshift
waiting room. It was apparent to me that an
overwhelming number of travelers in the room were
Arabs as well.

I was confused. “What are you talking about?” I asked. “I’m
being truthful with you.”
He insisted, “No. You need to tell us the truth.”

An hour passed before my name was finally called. I
walked into an office with another young Israeli official.
He asked me the same questions the passport control
woman asked. Then he began a series of in-depth
questions regarding who I would be staying with and
where I would visit. I told him I would be in Jerusalem and
planned to stay in Jerusalem during my visit.
“I want you to do one more thing,” he said. On a piece of
paper he wrote the letters H, M, and E. “Write your home
number, mobile number, and email.”
This was the first time I had been asked to give that
information in all the times I had traveled to Palestine
through Israel. I remembered reading stories of Israel’s
intrusion in a traveler’s privacy, and I even went so far as
to deactivate my Facebook account before leaving the
United States. While keeping that in mind, I continued to
write my information.
I was then asked to return to my seat. As I sat down, I felt
as though I was about to endure a living hell. That feeling
would soon become a reality when I was called back by an
Israeli immigration agent who demanded that I place my

I remained consistent and he kept refusing to tell me
what I was supposedly lying about. I was terrified. This
was obviously an attempt to make me lie and
incriminate myself.
Eventually the other official left and I was left with the
man who questioned me before. I was then asked to
identify pictures of people on his computer screen. “I have
never seen these men in my life,” I told him. He still looked
at me as if he expected me to know these men, though I
was certain I did not know them. Several minutes later, he
became frustrated and asked me to go back to my seat.
I was no longer being questioned; I was being interrogated.
For the next six hours, I was called back and forth four
more times. I had gone through four separate interrogations with different Israeli officials nearly each time,
with each interrogation more humiliating and demeaning
than the one before. Each interrogation consisted of the
same questions as the one before.
By the seventh hour I started to feel mentally exhausted.
I began to lose hope as I considered the growing
uncertainty of my fate. I thought to myself, Why was my
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As I sat down, I thought to myself, They will ask me a few
extra questions and I’ll be on my way in an hour or two.

bags in the corner and have a seat. He shut the door and
immediately told me, “You are lying to us! You need to tell
us the truth!”
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mom permitted to enter two weeks ago without any
hassle? Additionally, the pressing thought of my mom
waiting outside the next room the entire time, and no way
to tell her what was happening, left me feeling helpless.

“I don’t care,” he said. “You are still Palestinian and you
have been denied entry. You will have to go back to
America and return like all of the other Palestinians
through Jordan’s Allenby Bridge crossing.”

As I sat alone in the waiting area, two hours had passed
since the last time I was interrogated. At about ten PM,
seven hours since I first reached passport control, a young
woman appeared and said, “Malik, come with me.”
I walked with her to a different room and sat down in
front of two different officials.

Still in shock, I demanded, “If you have my Palestinian
citizenship, give it to me. I’d like to have it!”

My passport and several documents lay in front of them
on the desk as they stared intently into the computer.
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“What is your purpose here, Malik?”
I told him, as I did the previous times, “I am here to
visit Jerusalem.”
He continued asking me questions, and I answered the
same as I answered the same questions I had been asked
several times before. It was a replay of all the previous
times I had been interrogated that day.
I was tired and frustrated. I felt like I hadn’t made one step
towards my exit since I arrived. “If you intend on keeping
me here eight more hours why don’t you just send me
back to America?!” I exclaimed to the two of them.
He responded, “That’s what we were going to do already.
You are Palestinian, and you have been denied entry
to Israel.”
I was stunned. I felt humiliated. This couldn’t be
happening to me simply because I am an American
with Palestinian roots, I thought to myself as he typed
information into the computer. I expected prolonged
questioning, but I never imagined that I would be deported.
I explained to them that I was born and raised in America,
and that I have never been a citizen of a country other
than the United States of America. The only passport I
have ever had is an American passport.

He then told me that I would have to apply for a
Palestinian passport and receive a Palestinian ID. That
means I would be restricted to the West Bank in any
future visit, and denied entry to my holy city
of Jerusalem.
Although I was upset with the situation, relief
somehow showered over me as I was fingerprinted and
photographed. I was no longer privileged because I am
an American. Rather, I was now treated as a Palestinian
living in occupied Palestine. I am privileged because I am
Palestinian.
“You will now be escorted to go find your luggage and go
to a facility where you can shower, eat, and relax until
your flight back to America,” the Israeli official explained
to me.
Yet again, I found myself in that bland and lifeless waiting
room. Eventually my “escort” arrived and I was walked
past the passport control station and to the baggage
claim area. It was the closest I would be to my mom. Even
though I hoped to see her face, I still feared exposing her
to the humiliation and harassment I had been through.
I searched the United Airlines carousel that my luggage
was placed on. Eight hours later, and not to my surprise,
it was not there. We then checked the lost and unclaimed
luggage counter; still no sign of my luggage. Where
could it be? Four hundred dollars worth of clothes and
personal items have disappeared.
The man led me back toward passport control and to a
room filled with x-ray and explosive testing machines.
Everything was removed from my two carry-on bags and
thoroughly examined. In the mean time, I was led to a
separate room where I was nearly strip-searched.
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After being searched, I was led back to the other room
where I was met by a woman who identified herself as
“Head of Security.” She started asking me questions
concerning the purpose of my trip, repeating the
questions I had been asked for the past eight hours.
“What is the purpose of your trip? Is it for business?”
she asked.
“I’ve already answered this question several times; I am
here to visit Jerusalem.”
“You were here last summer. Why is it so urgent that you
return?” she replied.
The answer is simple, “To visit Jerusalem.”

The woman told me, “You will go to a facility tonight and
you can shower, eat, and relax.” She abruptly stood up and
left the room.
Back to the waiting room I went. The man designated
to escort me stood outside the room watching a soccer
match on TV. I pulled my phone out of my backpack and
found that it was roaming. Since I feared my phone being
taken away, I sent several text messages to the United
States before the man came back into the room. I was
uncertain of my fate, and my mom still didn’t know what
was happening. Being at the mercy of the Israelis at Ben
Gurion Airport is not the most optimistic situation for a
Palestinian, or even an American of any Arab descent.
About thirty minutes later, a young Israeli immigration
official arrived with my passport and my return ticket
information. He told me that I would be taken to a facility
to await my eleven AM flight back to America. “You
can shower, eat, and relax. You can use the phone to call
whoever you want to,” he explained. The same phrase I
heard from everyone else.

Upon entering the facility, we stopped in a small room
filled with luggage where most had accumulated dust
from sitting so long. I was forced to leave my luggage and
told to empty my pockets. “Nothing can come with you,” a
guard said. Before leaving the room and proceeding up the
stairs, I was thoroughly searched.
As soon as I reached the top of the stairs, I noticed a
secured office and cells lining the hallway to my right. At
that moment I knew I was in a jail-like facility. I had been
detained. The guard led me to the first room and told me
to enter. Before he could close the door, I asked if I could
use the phone. He refused. I was denied the phone call
promised to me before arriving.
The unpleasant smell of urine filled the room that
consisted of plain white walls covered with the memoirs
of previous detainees, locking metal doors, bunk beds, a
toilet, and sink in the corner of the room. The blanket I
was provided laid in the floor by an unchanged trashcan.
The mattress I was to sleep on felt like it was made out of
duct tape wrapped cardboard.
Stripped of my human rights, I stood by the door waiting to
use the phone. However, the only time I would use the phone
that night was to answer a call from my worried mom.
As I stood by the door, peering out of the small window,
I watched as a female guard denied a pregnant woman
reasonable accommodations. I watched as the same
female guard demanded that this woman be “shut up” as
she shoved her back into the cell. During the time I stood
at the door, I briefly chatted with the French detainee in
the cell with me. In his broken English, he told me that he
had been awaiting deportation for two days and did not
know when he would go back home.
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I am certainly not the first person to travel to Jerusalem
more than once in their lifetimes. Would this question
have been asked to any other person traveling to Israel
more than once? Probably not.

My luggage was placed in the back of a plain white
passenger van, and I was told to sit in the third row.
Five minutes later we arrived at the “facility” and I
immediately felt something was wrong.
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After forty minutes waiting to use a phone, frustrated
and tired, I gave up and climbed into the top bunk. With
a security camera over my head, I began to read the
memoirs on the ceiling above me and on the wall beside
me as I fell in and out of a light sleep.
Several hours later, I was awakened by two guards who
shouted, “Malik, come with us. Bring your blanket.” I
climbed down from my bunk and followed them down the
stairs and to the bottom floor of the jail-like facility.
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“This will be better for you down here. You can shower and
relax,” one guard explained as they led me down a white
hallway with cells lining the walls on both sides.
We stopped at the door at the
end of the hall. As the guard
WOKE UP THE NEXT MORNING TO THE SOUND
located the key, a black man
OF THE OTHERS BATHING IN THE SINK. ABOVE
stared intently at the guards
through the small window
THE SINK, IN LARGE BLACK LETTERS, THE
from inside the cell.

PHRASE INSCRIBED ON THE WALL READ, “WE

“Enter,” the guard said with
a smirk on his face. As soon
as I walked in, the door
was slammed shut and the two guards laughed as they
walked away. I found myself standing in the middle of a
large group cell consisting of about ten bunk beds, twenty
beds in all, and about fifteen foreign detainees of various
ethnicities. Communal cups and trash littered the floor
and the small table in the center of the room. Again, the
strong stench of urine filled the air. More memoirs covered
the plain white walls. Two toilets and a sink were available
in the corner of the room, but of course, a shower was
nowhere to be found.

ARE NOT PRISONERS; WE ARE HUMANS TOO”

I briefly spoke to an English speaking African detainee
and found that he has been awaiting deportation for five
days. Tired and frustrated, I struggled as I listened to him
tell me about the people in the cell who had been detained
for over a month. I thought to myself, Am I actually
leaving at eleven AM the next day or am I going to be
stuck here at the mercy of these Israeli guards? The
thought lingered in my mind all night as I barely slept in
the dirty, cold cell, with cameras watching every moment.
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I woke up the next morning to the sound of the others
bathing in the sink. Above the sink, in large black letters,
the phrase inscribed on the wall read, “We are not
prisoners; we are humans too.” As I laid awake in my bunk,
I observed the actions of these men. Several of them used
the same dirty cup to drink tap water and the same
toothbrush to clean their teeth. “Are we humans or
animals?” I thought.

With no clocks around, time seemed to pass by as slow as
possible. However, this hell I was living would soon change
direction for the better. After what felt like hours, an
Israeli guard arrived holding several folders in his hand.
He began pulling passports from the folders. I stood up
and listened as he called the names of the three men
from Ukraine. There was one more folder left. I watched
carefully as he pulled the last passport. Being the only
American in the cell, the distinguishable seal of the
American passport appeared as it emerged from the folder.
“That’s mine,” I told the guard.
This passport is designed to give me protection all over
the world as an American citizen. Here, however, the
Israelis who get more aid from the U.S. than any country
in the world, simply don’t give a damn.
The four of us were escorted to a van, and then sent to
the airport. While en-route to the airport, the guard

We reached the airport and I was escorted to the door of
the airplane. My passport was given to the captain and I
was given my boarding pass. I breathed a sigh of relief as I
stood for a moment before finding my seat. I then walked
down the aisle and found my seat in the last row of the
airplane, next to the seat I had on my flight to Tel Aviv.
As I sat down, I thought to myself: What crime was I
being punished for? It seems being born into a family
with a Palestinian background is a crime in Israel.
Furthermore, I thought: I have been treated as a secondclass citizen, profiled, humiliated, detained, and
deported in the past twenty four hours. I also realize
that I survived a living hell that Palestinians under
Israeli occupation experience on a daily basis.
So far I have only been a Palestinian by blood. Now I
can say that I am also a Palestinian by all means. I am a
Palestinian-American.
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Later that morning, two individuals came to the cell.
One changed the empty trash bag, and the other brought
a bag of five sandwiches for fifteen people to eat. He later
brought five toothbrushes for the fifteen of us and a jug of
water. I got up to get a cup of water because I had nothing
to eat or drink since I got off the plane the afternoon
before. What I found was unbelievable. The water was as
dirty as the cell in which I was being detained. Irritated
with the situation, I returned to my bunk and stared at the
bed above me. “I survived, and you will too,” was engraved
into the wood underneath it. This phrase, among others,
made me feel even more helpless. I had been stripped of my
human rights and was treated like a criminal.

turned on the radio. “I’m Yours” by Jason Mraz played on
the Israeli radio station. I thought to myself, How can
these people claim to promote an equitable democracy
afforded to everyone, and listen to Jason Mraz who is
a world renowned humanitarian? How can America
support Israel’s ethnic cleansing of Palestinians? How
can America support such a system of inequality?
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Randy leaned his head against the back window of the tow truck and tilted a bottle of
Nyquil into his mouth. His daughter, Jillian, was up the gravel driveway, swinging back and
forth on the swing set he’d bought her, in front of the trailer he used to live in. Was it worth
losing his job over? Towing his ex-wife Sarah’s car would mean Jillian wouldn’t have a ride
to school, the bus didn’t run this far out, and she would need him around. He couldn’t do
that. He couldn’t face another relationship with Sarah. It didn’t matter what he wanted.
He’d used the perks of repossessing cars to its dregs–a blowjob from a woman in a gas
station bathroom, a quick fuck while a child watched TV in the living room, all in
exchange for keeping their vehicle. One more empty clipboard and he wouldn’t have a job.
If he didn’t have a job, he couldn’t pay child support, he couldn’t watch from a distance, he
couldn’t reassure himself that at least she had food on the table, and leave the rest to Sarah.
Where was his child support going anyway? And, how could she possibly default on her car
payment? He took another drink of Nyquil and put the truck in gear.
When he was in front of the aluminum-covered trailer with its intestines of PVC and
copper piping exposed, he swung wide and reversed until the flatbed was in position
behind the bumper. The Nyquil made him slow, and obscured his perception. The
transparent red, plastic-wrapped swing chain seemed to flex and undulate - more like an
illogical power line than a swing set. Jillian’s swings slowed until she could drop from the
seat. She ran to the truck and began hopping up and down, her face flashing into view and
then disappearing below the window. He shut off the engine. The little girl put her arms
around his waist, barely making it to his back pockets. As he squeezed her, the trailer
door hit the side of the external wall and Sarah was halfway down the detached steps. Her
mouth was wide open and her dirty tank top barely contained her chest and stomach,
bouncing with each of the remaining stairs.
“What’re you doing here?” She tensed her body and slowed down, moving her arms to
compensate the balance lost with bare feet on gravel. Randy looked at her and then back
at Jillian.
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“Hey, are you deaf?” She stopped walking and leaned against the silver car set back-to-back
with his truck. Randy didn’t look away from the little girl.
“Why haven’t you been paying your car note?” he asked.

“You let your car payment default,” he said.
She looked at him and then at his truck and dropped her shoulders.
“Don’t take our car. You know I need it–Jill needs it. How am I supposed to get to work and
to the grocery store?”
“You don’t work.” He looked back at Jillian and let her go. She started walking toward
the trailer. Her hair was greasy and stuck to her neck. While she walked, she used both
hands to move the hair from one side of her face to the other, its brown color lightened or
darkened by the amount of oil that had gotten to the twisted tips. She turned toward the
swing set and then sat in the grass. Her pink shirt was stained in the back and he wondered
how long it’d been since her clothes were washed.
“Yeah I do,” Sarah looked up at a car throwing dust from the gravel road. “I’m working over
at Gunther’s.”
“You’re full of shit. I get gas there once a week and I never seen you there.”
“No. No, it’s true.” She took a step towards him.
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His ex-wife was quiet and looked around for a minute, her hands on her hips, slowly
turning back and forth. He watched her, and as she moved her stare back toward the
trailer from the tow truck he met her eyes. The same eyes that met his when he walked
in from the waiting room and picked up Jillian for the first time, the same eyes as when
he slid a ring on her finger, the same eyes that met his and then held a kitchen knife to his
chest and told him to get out.
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“Then why ain’t you paid your goddamn car note?”
Sarah pushed off of the car and when her weight was over her hips she walked over to him
and leaned on the window of the truck and touched the name tag sewed to his shirt. She
asked him to come inside.
He sat down in the living room, picking at the hanging threads from rips of blue felt on the
couch. Sarah had her head out the front door telling Jillian to stay on the swing set, that
she and daddy needed to talk. She closed the door and offered him a beer. He said no and
she asked if he had any Nyquil with him–he said no.
“What do you mean no?” she asked, still leaning on the doorknob.
“I mean I don’t drink that shit anymore.”
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“I’ve never known you going a day without drinking some Nyquil and you’re telling me
you’ve gone and quit cold turkey? It ain’t been that long.”
He popped a thread off the couch, rolled it in his fingers, then pulled at another one. He told
her he’d take that beer. It would cover the smell of the syrup, but it wasn’t smart to mix
the two together. Maybe some people could do it, but nearly every time he drank Nyquil
and beer he wound up on someone’s floor with a puddle of drool and snot hanging off his
face. While she was in the kitchen popping the tops, he told her that he’d been caught with
three bottles of Nyquil; one half drank in his seat, and almost
got arrested for it, and if it showed up on a parole report he
HE PULLED HER SHIRT OVER HER HEAD
could lose any visitation rights with Jillian. She laughed,
AND SKIMMED HIS HANDS AROUND
handed him a beer, and locked the front door. She leaned
against the door and looked at him for a minute, then crossed
HER STOMACH, THE JOINT LYING
the living room into the hallway.

IN THE ASHTRAY AND A THIN LINE

She began to talk loudly from the bedroom about her new
job and her new friends at the Kroger next to the McDonald’s.
LIGHT-ORANGE TIP
He took a drink of beer and tried not to listen, looking for
any fresh burn marks in the carpet. He’d gotten the carpets
changed and the walls painted after she went to rehab. The meth was a trash-thick
sinkhole that she stayed in until social services took Jillian when she was two years old.
Sarah spent six months recovering, and then another six attached to a quiet sponsor.
The blank television reflected his silhouette, and the window behind him set a bright ring
around his head. He lifted the bottle to his lips and opened his throat, allowing a full gulp
into his stomach. He stared at the obscured version of himself and thought about the two
years he’d lived in this trailer–the three of them together watching American Idol, and
him and Sarah passing a joint back and forth over the sound of singing, calling in to vote for
whoever Jillian seemed to like the most. Sarah called him from the back.

OF SMOKE TWISTING UP FROM THE
BRAKE
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When he was inside the room she closed the door and sat on the bed. She asked him
to sit with her and he did, trying to steady his balance as he walked and not seem as
affected as he was. She didn’t look the way she did before Jillian was born, her stomach
had been smaller and her tits didn’t hang so low then. In the mirror above the dresser,
he remembered what it was like two shirt sizes before. She moved her hand across the
comforter and let it sit on the crotch of his pants. He pushed her hand away. She stood up
and went to the dresser and pulled a joint from the bottom drawer, lit it, and drew in the
smoke. She came back to the bed and handed it to him.
After a while the room had a grey-green haze around the bed and to the ceiling. They were
lying back against the headboard. Sarah, her knees up to her chest and his legs crossed at
the ankles, leaned over and touched his name tag and exhaled smoke into his ear. It wasn’t
that he wanted her–it was the bed, the home, the comfortable things. He moved his arm
behind her and guided her onto him. He pulled her shirt over her head and skimmed his
hands around her stomach, the joint lying in the ashtray and a thin line of smoke twisting
up from the brake light-orange tip.

“Don’t take the car.” She looked up from her position.
He stepped back. “I’ll lose that job if I don’t take it. You brought it on yourself. It don’t make
no difference what just happened.”
“Come on Randy. Can’t you just tell them I wasn’t at home?”
“No. That don’t matter. It would’ve been better if you wouldn’t have been here.”
She sat up quickly, her breasts dropped in front of her as she sat back, her legs spread apart.
“Well, thank God I was. Plus, I know the real reason you’re taking my car.” She rolled over
and pulled a blanket around her. “It’s cause you fucked them girls in town. The ones that
said they’d suck your dick if you lied about not finding their cars. Now, you’re going to put
your wife and daughter in a bad place. For what? Some dirty fuck?”
He pulled up his pants and struggled to get the button into the hole underneath his gut.
“Fat son of a bitch, I know you.”
He walked into the bathroom and looked into the mirror. He turned on the faucet and wet
his hands then rubbed them through his buzzed hairs and onto his face. The water in the
bowl of the sink was brown from the dirt that collected from his hands. On the bathroom
floor there was a belt lying in the corner. It was thick leather with grease spots on the back
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When they were done he stood next to the bed, his bare stomach hung over his underwear.
She crawled naked across the bed to the side where he stood and pushed up on her elbows
so her face was in front of his groin.
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and he wondered if it was one of his. Looked like the one he was wearing but he couldn’t
remember wearing it before. He looked for Jillian through the dirt-lined blinds above the
toilet. He could see her still swinging, tilting her head back and watching the sun each time
she came down. He pissed without raising the seat, flushed it, and opened the door.
“I’ll leave the car,” he said, “but you have to give me time to find a job. Use whatever
money you have, and don’t go reporting me about child support. Until then, I’ll go on
unemployment and I’ll give you what I can. But, you better not be lying to me. If you ain’t
got a job, if you whore yourself out, if you’ve started lighting up meth again, I’m going
to come back here and beat the shit out of you. I won’t care if you report me about child
support or parole, whatever. We’ll get out of state.”
“Where would you even go?” She pulled a t-shirt over her head and stood in front of the bed.
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He pushed her onto the mattress and held her down with one hand, steadying himself with
the other.
“Don’t fuckin’ push me.” He shook his head, pressed her deeper into the mattress, and
then let up.
“Don’t fuckin’ push me.” She stood up from the bed, her face angled up toward his. They
stood there for a minute then he turned away. He walked to the end of the room, picked
up his shirt, and pulled a pack of cigarettes from the shirt pocket. He lit one and pulled the
smoke deep into his lungs, exhaled, and finished dressing.
He struggled to keep his balance when he walked outside, but he managed to lift Jillian out
of the seat and he held her against his shoulder. He kissed her cheek and she leaned back
against his arm. She held his face with both hands and laughed. She was always smiling,
always happy, and so skinny. Her shirt hung off of her little body. Maybe it was just that her
shirt was too big. She hadn’t talked since he’d been there, and her knees looked so much
bigger than her thighs. Just two big knobs on skinny sticks. Sarah walked outside, the door
hit the trailer wall again and she started yelling at him to leave. Jillian began to cry and
he set her down, her chin tucked under like she had no control. Sarah followed him to the
truck. He opened the door, got in, and turned on the engine.
When he pulled into the impound office it was a little after three. He parked the truck and
turned the engine off. He left the radio on and Merle Haggard’s “Workin’ Man’s Blues” was
playing. He turned it up. He pulled an unopened Nyquil bottle from the glove compartment
and worked his fingernail up under the plastic until it popped and he unscrewed the lid. It
tasted like cherries and spoiled milk as it spilled into his throat. The taste was Sarah, and
Jillian, and how he just fucked Sarah and how he didn’t put on a condom or pull out for
that matter. What if he had another baby? Twenty-three with a five-year-old, divorced,
and soon to be unemployed – that sounded awful. The bottle was a third of the way
empty when he pulled it back from his mouth. He recapped the bottle and picked up the
clipboard, showing him there were three other cars that needed repossessing. He scratched
lines through all of them. He took the keys from the ignition and tossed them into the seat.
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Terri at the front desk smiled and asked him where he’d been and if he had the ’98 Taurus
she knew was his ex-wife’s. He set a clipboard of blank paperwork on the desk, raised
his middle finger to her, and walked toward the back office. The wood panel walls in the
hallway seemed to warp and turn as it led him to the office. He steadied himself on the wall
below pictures of employees and of old muscle cars painted in flames and bright colors.
The slip said fired for failure to complete assigned tasks. He took all of his things from
the truck and put them in the trunk of his car. He left the lot and went to La’s Bar &
Grill. When he parked he unbuttoned his shirt and cut the name tag off of it with his
pocketknife. He pulled a t-shirt over his chest, lit another cigarette, and put the pack and
the name tag in his shirt pocket. He carried the work shirt in and set it in a trashcan by the
bar. The girl behind the counter had on a tight shirt that made her chest look bigger but
left the little fat that sat over her jeans uncovered. She gave him a beer and asked how he
was doing. He told her he got fired and she gave him a whiskey neat and said it was on her.

The streetlights glowed orange and had a light film from the humidity over the town. As
he crossed the lot a truck pulled into the spot next to his. The suspension was raised and
there were wide set mud tires covered brown and white, a sort of stamp of where they’d
been. He tipped the bottle up—eyes open, watching as the door swung open.
Randy’s leg hurt bad when he came to, and there was a man standing over him holding
the now broken bottle that he had been drinking from. He felt his jaw, it hurt too and his
lip was bleeding, split on the side and blood running under his chin. The man’s shoulders
were bowed up and Randy couldn’t remember how he got to his car, or how he was leaned
against the driver’s side door.
“Sarah told me you fucked her.” His voice was rough and he spit between Randy’s legs. “She
said you conned her into it, said you’d let her keep her car if she sucked you off and then
you held her down and fucked her.”
Randy tried to get his eyes to focus. The man was moving from blurred to clear and all he
could see was the man’s moustache when his chin tilted towards the streetlight. The man
thrust forward and hammered his fist onto the top of Randy’s head.
“Say something. Fat son of a bitch.”
He reached back his arm again and Randy put his hand up. His head hurt and his heart was
beating faster than he’d felt before.
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He stayed there for a long time watching the crowd fill the bar stools after five then
watched them leave when it got closer to ten o’clock. He drank every beer she put in front
of him, ignored the attempts at conversations from factory workers, and asked her about
Sarah. Had she been buying meth? Who was selling now? At eleven she asked him if he
wanted a last beer before she closed up. He said yes and she opened it and set it in front
of him. He paid his tab and left a few dollars behind for her. He walked outside holding his
bottle that was starting to sweat.
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“If you’ve lived here long you know this town sort of eats you.” He rolled to his side and then
back up to leaning against the door. “I don’t know if that’s how to say it but it sure feels like
my soul’s gone. When I was eighteen,” He stopped. The orange streetlight pulsed with his
breathing. “When I was eighteen I fucked that girl cause I liked her tits and got a daughter.
I love Jillian, I do, but the bitch lied to the judge and said I threatened her life.”
Randy tried to stand, pushing on his car. He reached for the handle and the man stepped
toward him. “Wait, wait man. Please,” he said. “Truth is she pushed a knife up to my chest
and said if I didn’t leave she’d kill my kid and herself. But what am I supposed to do? I’ve
been to prison, hell, I’m on parole right now. Lost my job because I don’t got the balls to
take a car from her. She could do it you know. Kill Jillian. I don’t know what to do. That
must’ve been your belt in her bathroom yeah?”
The man stood, his chest rising and falling, heavy with lights bouncing behind him.
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“You think she’ll be better for you? Come on. I’m gone now, but you’re a dumb son of a bitch
if you don’t see that.”
The man took his hat off and swung the broken beer bottle into Randy’s head. Blood ran
from the cut and he watched the streetlight fade to black.
The police pulled in. The bartender told them what happened. Randy laid there, his breath
slow, his focus pulling and loosening. He saw his car from the ambulance bay, the windows
smashed and his name tag lying in the road beneath his car. Don’t forget that, he thought.
Don’t lose that.
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FRESHMAN

There are few things in life that I don’t enjoy; the sensory experience of living is always
something I have cherished deeply, though I seldom find others who revel in it the
way that I do. You see, my philosophy in life, trimmed down to pencil shavings, is this:
everything has beauty, even if you can’t see it. And through that philosophy, I have
directed my life, scene after scene, and it has never failed me. Not a thing on this Earth does
not fascinate me in some irresistible way.
So that is why you really must understand me when I say that reading is, in most cases, a
horribly dull experience. And I say that not because I find writing boring and unoriginal;
I assure you, my thoughts are exactly the opposite. No, I find reading dull for the lack of
sensory experience I derive from it. There is no variety to it, no fleeting chords, no music.
Black and white - they are the absence of any color, and the combination of all colors,
respectively. So when I read, I hear both nothing and everything, which culminates in
simple white noise. For an entire 350 pages. Enough of my life was spent in the clutches
of grayscale; rarely do I willingly resubmit myself to its grip.
Of course, I have read books. More than a few. Harry Potter, for example, is among my
favorites. But I do not read them, not physically. Audiobooks are much more my style.
It’s like a wonderful, different story with each new reader.And so I declined the newspaper
that the young man next to me had offered, with his eyebrows pulled up and his gaze fixed
intently on the spot right between my eyes, which would keep them off of the rest of me.
It really is okay to stare, I wanted to clarify for the whole train car. Their eyes danced over
my frame and my clothes but oh no, better not look at the top of my head. There could
have been a mouth up there with spinach wedged between its bicuspids and I would have
never known, given all the eyes that were not looking up.
Had our roles been reversed, I can’t say that I would have done any differently. Tuesday
afternoon subway rides don’t usually occur in the company of cyborgs. The camera had to
be a little surprising. It wasn’t even that I blamed them. I wasn’t mad at anyone; I just wished
they could sense how the device wasn’t just attached to me. It was my identity. I wanted
them to see it as a hat or a scarf, something you don’t purposefully avert your eyes from.
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My father encouraged me to paint anyway, and when I turned sixteen, we found a teacher
who would let me complete a course in grayscale. Two years of art classes at community
college later, I started looking for a university that would accept an art student’s entirely
black-and-white portfolio. Much to my pleasure, Dartington College of Arts did. They
even granted me a prestigious scholarship, a scholarship that I still feel as though I don’t
deserve. I buried my sense of unworthiness into my work, and let it boil in my passion.
But never, not once, did it feel like enough.
The people I surrounded myself with were incredible, and never did they alienate me. I
expected others to be concerned with me and my disability, but mostly they just wanted
to know about my art. They wanted to know where my inspiration came from, and all
about my techniques and my training. So I answered honestly each time, and every time,
they were in awe. I was enough for them.
The fall semester of my final year, they prompted me to attend a talk on cybernetics. I
think they had picked up on my growing affinity for computer science in relation to the
body, and I think they hoped it would help me. They had been watching me fall deeper into
the rut of hopelessness, calculating my growing worry that I was never going to be cured,
that I would never see color.
I decided to go, and while half of me listened to the speaker, Dr. Arthur Montagne, half of
me scribbled feverishly on a notepad. I wrote down nearly everything he said, and added
my own notes and ideas. Something he’d said had injected me with this strange sense of
defiance. I started thinking of how I’d always told myself I would never see color.
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Fate dealt me an unfortunate hand from birth. Achromatopsia. Black and white were the
only colors I could perceive. As I grew up to the best of my ability, I began to cultivate this
incredible love for art, which really ended up breaking my heart. Teacher after teacher
wrote home to my parents, requesting little meetings and telling them what they already
knew: your son cannot see colors, therefore he cannot complete my course, therefore he
cannot become an artist.
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But suddenly I was asking myself, “Why not?” And I asked that about all my beliefs and
what I found was that I had been making a lot of excuses for myself. I’d spent so much
time thinking that my disease was holding me back, but I started to realize, it wasn’t. Why
should it?
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When Dr. Montagne concluded his speech, I leapt to my feet and applauded like a madman.
Rows of onlookers and admirers found their way to him and flooded him with applause and
praise. It wasn’t until the last fan had gone and the staff began their cleaning rounds that I
approached him, and took the hand of the man that was going to help to change my life.
Arthur nodded as I introduced myself nervously and shook his hand with what might have
been the worst handshake of my life. I wasn’t expecting him to listen to me at all honestly,
so I hadn’t really prepared anything to say. I think he sensed my frustration because he
politely stopped me and offered to continue our conversation in the university’s coffee
shop. We sat at a small table next to the large glass windows, me with a caramel macchiato
and him with a venti espresso, and that was where I told him about myself, about
everything. My art, my childhood, my desperate addiction to color.He punctuated the
conversation with nods of his head and small noises of understanding. After I concluded
with a sigh, I glanced at him for approval. He chewed on his thoughts for a moment,
swallowed them, and washed them down with what had to now be cold espresso. Then he
smiled and laughed a bit, and said he would follow my ideas “to the moon and back.”
So Arthur Montagne became my research partner, and one of the biggest influences in my
life. He helped me create the thing that would save me: the cybernetic eye. After extensive
research, we developed a way to have a camera transfer the frequencies of light into notes
audible to the human ear. We tested the eye for many months and drew the conclusion
that simply hearing the noises of color wasn’t enough. Too much focus was required in
listening; it had to be something I could just know.
It was his daughter who suggested that it might be beneficial to attach it. For days we
ran diagnostics, and she was right. If I could permanently fuse the camera to my skull, the
notes would resonate in my bones, like background noise.
It was the easiest decision I ever made, to agree to that surgery.

.

.

.

.

.

You know how you feel when you finally get that big, frosty glass of fizzy root beer after
you’ve worked the longest, hardest day of your life? You’re sweating and miserable, you feel
like all the work has been for nothing, and finally you clasp the straw between your lips and
inhale with your last breath, and sweet, rich, carbonated nectar fills not just your mouth,
but your spirits. And it is the best thing you’ve ever tasted. It’s exactly what you’ve dreamed.
Take the flavor out of the equation, and just work with the feeling. That’s what I felt when I
saw for the first time.
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The operation was short, only about three hours, but coming up from the anesthesia felt
like pulling myself out of a well of wax. Every part of me felt congested and sore, like I was
coated in it. I was terrified of opening my eyes. So I squeezed them as tightly as I could.
But, I realized that I was hearing sounds that didn’t seem to have an origin. They weren’t
even sounds, not really, just fleeting murmurs I could feel in my bones. A chorus. So many
notes, singing together, and really, it was overwhelming.
I shifted through them. A minor, B, C#, a few Fs and…what was that? I filed every note
away until I found myself stuck on one - a C. Pure and true and my God, singing like an
angel. Tears pooled themselves in the corners of my eyes as I opened them slowly and
delicately, like unfolding ancient paper. Across from the hospital bed, a window. On the
windowsill, an orchid. From the orchid, every delicate sound I had ever hoped to hear from
something as lovely as a flower.
Purple. It was purple. Dr. Montagne and I had gone over what a few colors would sound like
in the weeks before my operation. And this was purple, maybe even lighter. Paler. I could
have whispered it into the breeze and someone downwind would never have heard it.

That’s not to say there weren’t harmonies in the world that were superior to others,
because there were. It suddenly wasn’t an issue of whether or not I thought something was
alluring; rather, did its chords sync up? Did its sounds make any sort of art at all, or was it
just a slop bucket of leftovers?
The same was true for people. Every person I met had a distinct song made by their
complexion and the tones of their skin. How lovely a person was visually didn’t make my
heart pitter-patter the way it had once before. But a woman who could create music with
her being was a woman after my own heart.
Even food became an incredible joy. I composed food the same way I would compose a
symphony. Mozart was my favorite breakfast choice, my evening dinners often included
John Legend, and every once in a while, I would treat myself during my lunches to a Lady
Gaga salad.
My life was twisting on its side, and it was both a curse and a blessing. I was cursed to never
be able to separate color and sound again, not if I could have tried with all of the fibers that
composed me. But I was also blessed with the most incredible of paradigm shifts. Color
ruled my life. Sound ruled my life. They were one and the same, and if something had a
color, no amount of pretending could make it silent. And songs, speeches, words, they all
carried tones and hues of their own. Black speech was not always full of suffering, white
speech was almost never pure.
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It was delicious. Everything looked the same except that it didn’t. I still saw in grayscale,
and it was more beautiful than anything you could ever see. Certain colors were
background noise after a while; every day colors like the grass and the sky and my own
face became silently present in the back of my thoughts. But never once did I ever claim to
hate a color. I didn’t see how anyone could.

FICTION

Today’s sounds, the sounds of this moment on the subway, were commonplace at best. The
woman at the far end of the train was wearing an exceptionally Beethoven ensemble and
the fact that she had created it without even knowing was what I really enjoyed. It told me
more about her than she ever could.

VERY FEW PEOPLE IN THE WORLD
SPOKE WITH WORDS AS VIOLETTINGED AS HERS WERE, AND EVEN
FEWER OF THAT MINORITY COULD

The Beethoven woman wasn’t the only exception. The boy
with the paper and I were harmonizing, and if he hadn’t been
too busy not staring at the camera above my head, he might
have caught me smile and nod to him. Not to accept his New
York Times, but to give his clothing an affirmation that he
would never understand.

CLAIM A G MAJOR COMPLEXION
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Any other day I might have accepted his well meant offer and
skimmed through the advertisements – always delightfully
colored. But not today, not this moment. I was stuck on her, the woman sitting across from
me. She seemed to move with the jostles of the subway, instead of against them, tossing her
delicate weight to and fro as if enticed by the feeling.
A book perched in her hands. The little sighs she let slip out of her lips were of the sweetest
lilac. And her face, why, it was pure symphony. A G major chord. I mean, I couldn’t even
believe it, a goddamn G major.

Her eyes flicked up for a moment, only to find me staring at her, gazing at her, delighting in
her. They traced my outline, Nike’s to blazer, and yes, oh my God, absolutely they lingered
on my scalp. One, two, three shivers up my spine, and a foolish smile on my lips. Finally
they rested back onto my eyes, no apology hiding there, no masked pity to be found. Her
lips curved into a simple, soft, almost inaudible “hey.” It was a chorus of color. I waved my
hand back at her, and with an F sharp flush blooming on her cheeks, she resumed
her reading.
I need to say something funny, I told myself. Or witty. She was reading a book, maybe
she’d enjoy some facts about prose? I couldn’t stop staring at her. Her legs crossed over
one another into a shape I’d never seen before, a shape I never knew that I adored, and her
carefully messy mop of blonde hair balanced so perfectly on top of her head.
Everything about her was G major.
She glanced up at me again, smiling and still flushed with color, and this time, she let her
book fall against her chest. Now she let her chin perch in her palm, and leaning forward,
she closed half of the distance between us and chuckled. Indigo breath spilled onto
my cheeks.
“Nice shoes,” she whispered, motioning with chocolate eyes down to my feet. They were
definitely loud, and they had to be. My clothes wouldn’t be complete without neon orange
to round out the chord.

FICTION

“Thank you,” I managed to mumble back.
“They don’t really match, huh?” She was referring to my blazer and shirt this time: teal and
yellow, respectively.
“I guess I’m not really going for matching.”
“Oh?” That flawless sound was lilac again, perfect and faint.
“I guess I dress more for the ear than for the eyes,” I explained. I let myself lean forward
to minimize the distance even further, and I didn’t miss the tiny chorus of color that
resurfaced on her face as I did.
Very few people in the world spoke with words as violet-tinged as hers were, and even
fewer of that minority could claim a G major complexion.
“Well then,” she scanned me up and down, stopping in all the right places and never, not
once, passing over the wrong ones, and said back, “I’d say you sound pretty good to me.”
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This time I was the one with the F sharp blush, and when I smiled and turned my head
away to catch my breath, I saw the coffee cup settled next to her, a cream and sugar mix
equating to a pure B. I always took my coffee at B.

PROVISIONAL GENDER
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ASHLEY HAMILTON
2013
SENIOR
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XYZ

JUNIOR
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TARA HARRIS
2012

FICTION

TALES FROM A
TWENTY-YEAR-OLD VIRGIN
KRISTINA KELLY
2013
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JUNIOR

Week 1: This was the first week of my twentieth year of
life. When my mom was my age, she had already married
my dad (they’re still married). I don’t have a boyfriend,
not even a prospect of one. I was sad to end my teenage
years, but I guess that this is a new beginning. I spent
my birthday with four of my closest girl friends. We ate
dinner at Olive Garden and our waiter had a conversation
with me about my favorite book. I left him my phone
number on the receipt.
Week 2: The Olive Garden waiter never called.
Week 3: My dad started talking about grandchildren and
my future wedding. Part of me wanted to tell him that
there is a possibility that neither of those things will
happen. Not everyone has to get married and have kids.
What if I want a career? Travel? I’m okay with being by
myself; people annoy me sometimes. Then again, another
part of me wanted to go out and find some random guy to
get me pregnant so that my dad would shut up.
Week 4: I got a gym membership. I like to run because
I think that it’s metaphorical. I’m either running away
from something or running towards something. I’ve felt
very confused lately.
Week 5: One of the kids at my work asked me if I had a kid.
I said, “No, I’m too young.” She asked me how old I was, I
told her. She said, “You’re old enough to have two kids!”
Week 6: I ran five miles the other day.

FICTION

I shouldn’t feel like I have to lose my virginity by a certain
time, that I don’t need a boyfriend to feel complete and
happy. I shouldn’t compare my life with everyone else’s. It’s
not a contest.

Week 8: I didn’t have sex while I was a teenager, so I feel
like I don’t fit in with the rest of society.

Week 16: I got wine-drunk with my best friends and we
ordered pizza. I considered making out with the pizza guy.
Instead, I called Luke and told him I wanted to have sex
with him. He said that wasn’t a good idea.

Week 9: Kelly says that my bridesmaids dress is going to
be yellow. I plan on sleeping with one of the groomsmen.
Week 10: The more men I meet, the more I love my dog.

Week 17: My ideal date would be a guy taking me to a
bookstore, watch me peruse the shelves for hours, and
then buy me Taco Bell afterwards. I don’t ask for much.

Week 11: I signed up for a Netflix account.
Week 12: Netflix.
Week 13: Three weeks deep into Netflix. That’s all I have
to report.
Week 14: One of my Facebook friends had a baby. Two
more got engaged (if you count the fiancés, then four
people). I went to one of my friend’s wedding. Two other
girls now have boyfriends that are Facebook official. My
roommate had a guy spend the night last night. And I
have a dog.
Week 15: I talked to my friend Luke about my problems
with men and relationships. Luke was my best friend in
high school and knows me better than most people do;
he’s used to me complaining about being single. He told
me that I shouldn’t let other people pressure me.

Week 18: My roommate talked me into creating an online
dating profile.
Week 19: Some guy I met online keeps trying to get me to
come to his house (where he lives alone) and go dirt biking
(in the woods) at night. I accused him of being a murderer
and told him that I’ve seen Dateline before.
Week 20: I deleted my online dating profile.
Week 21: I went to a concert this weekend. They put those
annoying black X’s on my hand. Literally everyone else
besides my friend and I were drunk and ignoring us. I wish
I could buy alcohol, because maybe then people would
start paying attention to me.
Week 22: Stray dogs started following me to my
apartment. I don’t know what to make of this.
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Week 7: One of my close friends, Kelly, has been in a long
distance relationship for almost 2 years. Her boyfriend
bought her an engagement ring. I can eat a whole pizza in
twenty minutes.

FICTION

Week 23: I watched a TV show on MTV today. It was about
a girl who was very pretty and well educated; she was 21
and hadn’t had her first kiss yet. The host of the show was
baffled by this fact and gave the girl a makeover and tips
on how to pick up guys. I hated the host and the theme of
the show. I liked the girl.
Week 24: I decided to focus on my schoolwork and getting
a degree. I can’t depend on a man to support me.
Week 25: Work. Class. Study. Eat. Shower. Sleep. Repeat x7.
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Week 26: I skipped all of my classes on Wednesday for
no reason.
Week 27: I went to a frat party this weekend. I made out
with a guy named Matt and his biological brother, Alex.
Then I made out with a guy named Will. None of them
asked me for my phone number.
Week 28: I learned that Matt has a girlfriend (oops), Alex
is two years younger than
WE TALKED ABOUT REINCARNATION IN me (excuse me while I throw
CLASS TODAY. I FEEL LIKE I WAS A TOILET up), and I saw Will on campus
and he didn’t recognize me
BRUSH IN A PAST LIFE (typical).
Week 29: “Gather ye rosebuds while ye may.”
Week 30: There’s a hot guy in my French class. I want to
make out with him.
Week 31: Still annoyed by the fact that I can’t buy alcohol.
Week 32: The people that live above me had loud sex all
weekend while I was trying to watch Netflix.
Week 33: In high school, I always felt really self-conscious
because I hadn’t had my first kiss. I pictured a first kiss to
be really romantic. I was seventeen and it was three weeks
before I graduated when I had my first kiss. His name was
Ryan; I didn’t like him the slightest bit. But he was the
first boy that ever tried to kiss me, so I let him. That was
the worst kiss I’ve ever had.

FICTION

Week 34: I worked in a group with the hot French guy
today. He said 3 words to me. Things are looking up.

Week 45: I met a guy named Andrew at a cookout; he’s
really funny.

Week 35: My uncle came into town to visit. He asked me
if I had a boyfriend. I said that I didn’t. My twelve year-old
cousin does though.

Week 46: My roommate turned twenty one and didn’t
buy any alcohol. That’s okay because it’s her choice and
nobody else’s.

Week 36: I played beer pong with a cute guy this weekend.
My friend said that’s how all college relationships start.

Week 47: I looked in the mirror today, except I really
examined myself this time. I’m actually really pretty.
I just never noticed before because I was using magazine
covers as mirrors.

Week 37: My friend Luke called me the other day. He lost
his virginity.
Week 38: The hot French guy has a girlfriend.
Week 39: We talked about Reincarnation in class today.
I feel like I was a toilet brush in a past life.

Week 41: Why does society put an emphasis on human
sexuality? You’re not lame if you’re a virgin. You’re not a
slut if you’ve had sex.
Week 42: I went to church this week. I don’t go to church
every week like I used to. It’s crazy how different some
environments can be. When I’m on a college campus and
say that I’m a virgin, people look at me weird and ask
“WHY?!” But in church, I feel like I have to be a virgin if
I’m not married. I feel like church people will judge me if
I’ve even done anything remotely sexual with a member
of the opposite sex, and non-religious people will judge me
for not being sexual. There’s no way that I can win. What
am I supposed to do?
Week 43: I was walking down the street after I had been
to the gym and a car with four guys in it rolled down the
windows and whistled at me.
Week 44: It’s like everyone else is either at a red light or
a green light, and I’m hitting all the yellow lights; I can’t
decide if I should stop or go.

Week 49: Andrew took me to a bookstore. He asked me if I
was hungry afterwards. We went to Taco Bell.
Week 50: My sociology professor wanted us to look around
the room and guess how many people have had sex before.
Nobody knows that kind of personal information by just
looking at someone; there was no way to tell.
Week 51: I used to tell myself that I was saving myself for
marriage, and being a virgin at twenty, that’s what most
people assume that I’m waiting for. But what if I’m not?
Is it so wrong to want to wait for a special person to give
myself to? Yes, I want to have sex, but I can’t help that
I haven’t met that special person yet. People have told
me their stories about losing their virginity, and some of
them have regretted it majorly. They’ve told me to wait,
“Don’t do what I did.” I just don’t want a one-night stand
that I’ll regret. I only get one first time. If that means that
I end up waiting until I’m married, that’s fine with me. If
I fall in love with another man first, then I’m okay with
that too.
Week 52: Whatever, I’m getting drunk.
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Week 40: It’s Valentine’s Day. I spent the night with two of
my friends; we drank wine and made chocolate-covered
strawberries.

Week 48: I’m used to guys texting me at midnight,
wanting a booty call. Andrew is the first guy to text me in
the morning just to say, “Have a great day!”
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AN AMERICAN HISTORY
TRAVIS HITCHCOCK
2013
SENIOR
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DREAM: FROM THE
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WEDDING COLLECTION
EMILY CAHOON
2013
JUNIOR
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OR SO SHE TOLD ME
PAUL ROBERT FINKELMAN
2013
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SENIOR

Listen. The rusted power lines swooped over a tornado
of purple musk thistles, their strands pirouetting
with my father’s cigarette smoke in the Oklahoma wind
the way the orange dirt had done from the oxen caravans
following the same sun sitting on his knees.
His open top Jaguar rustled the earth as the Apache did,
their horse hooves leaving no-eyed smiles in the dirt.
I imagine his was subtler, like a father putting a son
on his lap and saying, “I have to go.” I have
to go. I have to go.
I have to go. Where does everyone go
when they have to?
My mother came to California on a dare
from a French man who said he could put her on a billboard
somewhere. Rod Stewart was on the radio
singing about young hearts and freedom
and since six months earlier she had swallowed
a handful of Quaaludes after chasing Ronnie Tomilson naked
down London’s West End, she had nothing to lose.
Listen. 1981. An actor was president. Is Ronald Reagan
the guy with the cowboy boots? His heels left grins
in Santa Barbara but the eyes were the same.
Halfway around the world, eyes were all we could see
from the women praying as the Ayatollah landed in Tehran,
the mountain backdrop the same as L.A. except
it could actually be seen. And so it happened.
The Actor as president. The Ayatollah acting
as president. Can you imagine?

POETRY

1981. A president in spurs. My father driving
down Steinbeck’s route. Summer on the radio
His hand as the wind, and the sun as the sun,
the same one we all sigh over.
Neither of my parents had read Grapes of Wrath
but I doubt things would be any different if they had.
2008 and Toby Keith plays over a fraternity house
telling his friends to go west, California is filled
with women, whiskey and gold
Someone asks how I came to Tennessee
and I say because Toby Keith is a liar.
1987—are you following this?
My parents dance to John Mellencamp’s Jack & Diane
and my mother passes out
in her wedding dress on the toilet
as my father and his groomsmen receive
a lifetime ban from the Best Western
for urinating in the lobby
while singing Oh Say Can You Pee
to show her brother how things are done in America.

“Listen,” she nudges me at her father’s funeral
The priest says a blessing, his ashes spinning
with the sea salt. I ask her what she would want
to be said at hers. “Went to Hollywood
and got all ugly. Went to Hollywood and got all sad.”
But if all the world follows the rules of Hollywood
shouldn’t Hollywood rule the world?
We already knew. Listen buddy,
daddy’s gotta go. Listen God damn it, I’m tired
of fighting about the booze. Listen;
he said to her, beaming, as they wore sunglasses,
watching the Ferris wheel,
those lemon drops on the sky.
In the panhandle, my father drinks a beer
as the oil rigs pump a fading day from the tin awning
of a bar. Two girls sit in the corner and one complains
about the date she had because the hostages were now free
since the Ayatollah had made a deal with the Actor
or was it the other way around? Much awaited my parents.
He could smoke a joint in Venice Beach,
the sun on his shoulders, as he argued L.A. was it man,
the new Athens, or Istanbul, or whatever, or
he could wear a paisley tie as a Boeing carried him
to the Mecca’s of capitalism. While
she could become blown up
naked on Sunset, where all we would see
is her pixilated breasts and chin
or she could wear some pearls singing
pretty songs to the women dancing
in rags on Skid Row. Either way was fine.
It was 1981 or ’87 or ’08 or something. Listen—
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Listen 2008 now. A cowboy is playing president,
the Middle East the same. An airplane carrying me
scoops over Oklahoma and heads east to Tennessee
I learn plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose
my freshman year, and three months later
a man was elected president with a voice
as light and as strong as an Indian arrow twirling
over a prairie, who gave a Ramadan blessing
to the Arab world and then sent drones
that killed their children.
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CHAMPION VS
CHALLENGER
ADAM TETZLAFF
2012
SENIOR
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FIDO & FRIENDS
BRANDING
TRAVIS HITCHCOCK
2013
SENIOR

POETRY

THE MAN WHO DOESN’T
SPEAK LOUDLY
LIBBY BOYKIN
2013
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FRESHMAN

Potency
Billows from your eyes,
Clothing the words of your mouth
In purple satin and sapphires.
Their whisper saps the world of its sound
And leaves your thoughts alone
To plant dandelions in the battlefields
Of other men’s minds.

POETRY

THE SUMMER I SPENT AS A
TRAVELING SALESMAN
MARIEL GROPPE
2013
SENIOR
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When I was a child my mother would take me with her to
the fabric store. I’d always find a way to separate myself
from her so I could sit between the hanging layers of
colored silk for a while. They were smooth and bright, one
of the only things I’ve seen that becomes more beautiful in
fluorescent light. After I soaked them in, I would stand up
and hug the nearby bulks of wrapped fleece because they
felt like they hugged back. My memories of the people I used
to know are like this. I have to go through layers and layers
of paisley flowered curtains for it to end—for me to wake up
in the morning by myself, to the sound of yells outside my
hotel window in Greensboro, Illinois.
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POETRY

DESCEND

FRESHMAN
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ANN MANNING
2013
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YESTERDAY, YOU
SAID TOMORROW
PAUL ROBERT FINKELMAN
2013
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SENIOR

In the beginning, there were Gods and Spirits
and all sorts of things in Tennessee. Before
Jesus, Dolly Parton’s tits and the Vols
The Cherokee believed their winged God
created Lookout Mountain and it’s underground streams
His wings of gold and cherry flew too close
and ruffled the earth like Sherman’s cannons
on his march to Atlanta
Sometimes, I wonder who the Slaves prayed to
while picking cotton in Memphis. Did they imagine
the Mississippi as their Nile or Red Sea?
They probably believed in the same God,
although slightly different,
for he believed they should be free
I’m reading how the Nazis were Godless,
drinking coffee at Buchenwald
as an opera played from the speakers
while families were divided into lines. I’m reading
how “One nation under God,”
was only added in the 80s to scare
off the commies. I’m reading a journal entry
I wrote at eight after asking my mother
what happened when you died
“Do you remember anything
before you were born?” I shook my head
“Then don’t worry about it.”

POETRY

In the beginning, my mother was nine,
watching her father toss a Christmas tree.
In the beginning, she was eighteen, finding
her leather jackets and pictures sprawled
on the lawn, illuminated by a thicket of the moon
Or maybe she was twenty-five, having her stomach pumped
because she didn’t want to blow anymore candles
on her cake. I have trouble
figuring when things begin and when they end
There’s a homeless woman I see daily
She’s a strange God
Listening to the brownstones from the street
Whispering bible verses into a broken payphone,
“Dear friends, let us continue to love one another,
for love comes from God.”

“I love you,” the young slave whispered
to her child before it was taken. “I love you,”
the mother said, passing her breath
to her daughter in the gas chamber.
“I love you,” my mother told me,
holding my shoulders at LAX,
“but only in the best way I know how.”
In the beginning, and in the end,
my mother will pass. The room will be dark
and clean. Her hand will squeeze mine.
Then. And maybe then,
I’ll say it.
I suppose God all wants us to die of the same thing
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Love, comes from the Old High German, liubi, “joy.”
When Mary, Queen of Scots, was told by a weeping
Scottish courtier she was to be executed,
she told him to be joyful instead. “For the end
of Mary Stewart’s troubles,” she said,
“are now near.”
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SMOOSH
ANN MANNING
2013
FRESHMAN
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PYR_OH

JUNIOR
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EMMA CROMER
2013

POETRY

1940 FORD
CODY TAYLOR
2013
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SENIOR

It is November, and I am in a junkyard,
marveling at cut tires, broken washers,
mangled cars, a graveyard of machinery used up
and rusting over. And I see my father’s old truck.
A 1940 Ford pick-up in black. He got it from his father.
When I was young, he drove it through back roads.
Its seats were black leather, with a tear in the passenger’s
that led from the bend of my knees to the bottom
of my back. He told me to be careful, that it would rip,
and that you can’t replace the seats. This thing
was an antique. It was old like grandpa. It had age.
The history made it more than a car.
Its black paint chipped away, and the metal frame
began to show. Its headlights fogged over. The truck bed
became the resting place for tree limbs and crumbled
leaves. Sometimes I would go outside and sit beside it.
Climb on its wheels and pretend it was driving into wind,
and I would fall to the ground and realize I was trying
to breathe life into a metal monument. I was young.

I remember sometimes sitting inside
by myself and hearing nothing but
the subtle creaks of leather. Sunlight through
the window washing over the gear shift.
Sometimes I would just sit and feel the tear,
feel the foam inside the seat. I wanted to go
anywhere, but I was young, and alone
in an old truck that soon wouldn’t want to go
anywhere anymore. I would step out, and always
more paint would fleck off like dead bark from
aging trees. The steel hinges would murmur
each time I shut the door.
Even now, as I look at this corpse of a car
in the final resting place of machines that carry
memories that kids got from their fathers,
I imagine what it all meant: the name, the age,
the shape. I remember the curves,
the metal, the air inside the cab,
the tree limbs in its bed.

POETRY

WHEN I MOVED BACK
TO AMERICA
MARIEL GROPPE
2013
SENIOR
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I started wanting to go into DANGER: High Voltage areas
the same way I used to want to pull the fire alarm.
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WE SHOULD GO
TARA HARRIS
2013
JUNIOR

BALANCE
LYDIA FOGO
2013
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FRESHMAN
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POETRY

DRINKING ALONE
IN CHIADO
CODY TAYLOR
2013
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SENIOR

The wine here is fine. It’s the customers.
They are young, and they do not know
how to drink. They do not know much at all
and what they do know, they forget.
My own son forgets everything.
Even how much I loved my family.
See, these children do not love like we did.
Their philosophies are cracked like
the cobblestone road, as torn as all
of my old love letters. And more: they are as
nebulous as the parents who came before them,
like dogs who are owned by homeless men begging
for change on near-empty city streets.
I can’t help but think the children are hollow
wine bottles, empty beer bottles. Consumed
with consumption, and that may be the worst.
As they pour themselves into wine glasses,
they pour all of their meaning into nothing and
nothing and nothing.
They reside in the empty
spaces between sentences. They make their religion
the emptiness between lips during kisses. They push
their bodies together
so they can
make up for the space between themselves, and
that is what harms me. They remind me so much
of every wobbly walk home, of every drunken
apology, of every little death in every big
bed of every small hotel. They remind me of
my son’s hollow eyes when I put his mother’s
picture in the attic, and I want to forget these things.
Each piece of me rolls away with the whisper
of their phrases, with the longing in their yawns,
so bored with existence. They do not understand
permanence, and they don’t believe in fidelity
or other words we no longer say.
They roll away like the end of each sentence.
They tumble.
They break apart.
And that break always seemed to make sense from
the outside, peering into a vat of passions mixing;
and that is why I wonder why now I miss my son. Why
now I think of loving each wife with the same empty
intention that I see in every word
of all the letters he no longer bothers to write.
I want to forget these things. But I cannot forget.

POETRY

THE EASY CHAIR
CODY RAY
2013
SENIOR

God in his infinite wisdom kicked up in his easy chair—mahogany-brown leather: easy to
make, watching his son trying to make a fish.
First attempt—no tail. Next try—no gills. How is it supposed to breathe? His son, frustrated,
throws up his hands and makes an easy chair.
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U-571
STEPHANIE FAST
2013
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JUNIOR

ORIGINS
DANIELLE ANDERSON
2013
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SENIOR
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OUT OF HABIT
MICHELLE AWAD
2013
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SENIOR

You are a collection
of wine corks;
you are the stream of dust
in the light of morning.
You have bitten off more
than you can chew
and I am waiting for you to
choke, which is ironic
because I
am never enough.
I am the empty space
between each of your fingers,
I am old gasoline and fast food
receipts,
I am spare change, I have melted
to the bottom of your
cup-holder, and I won’t
come clean.
I only come on at night,
in fits and rages, in throes,
but never permanent; I struggle
to be just temporary,
to be quietly, subconsciously
missing,
something you feel naked
without, like when you forget
your watch
on top of your dresser
some mornings.

POETRY

THE PAINTING
JONATHAN POE
2013
SENIOR

The space on the chalk-white wall
covers dust left behind
what used to hang there.

Hollow sounds of the irreverent
crunches coming from underneath plastic boots,
a delicate sketch on my eardrums.
Grainy white fades to muddy blue
like your branches that slow to the gentle hum
of a skyline with frozen breath,
and the light that escapes
through the crack in the bedroom door
as it pulls shut.
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You painted the night
Over and through
the dark treetops, weaving
their outstretched limbs—Heavy
from the nights with no snow
or adventure to speak of.

INK DROPS
HAI LEY GROGAN
2013
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SOPHOMORE
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BODY SONG
MATT MURPHY
2013
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JUNIOR
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POETRY

UNWINDING AT DINNER
WITH A FRIEND
MONIKA GROPPE
2013
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GRAD STUDENT

Would you like your pasta Al dente? You ask me,
teeth already Gila-monster purple from the wine.
No, I replied. I think I’d prefer soft pasta tonight. So we let the water boil
a little longer and sat on hand-me-down brown chairs
around a wooden table and waited. The things swirling through our minds came from
our mouths like steam: war in Syria, hot and intangible. There has been so little heat this
summer, so much rain and lightning. With each flash, I envisioned God taking our picture,
pasting it into his cumulus scrapbook. This is the way they are….Now! I used to think only
adults could swirl pasta on their fork. My parents will always be the model of “adult” and
I will never be quite them. They wanted to travel the world; I have walked over a decaying
man on the streets of Jamaica. That was where they enjoyed a freshly slaughtered goat on
their honeymoon, mom pregnant with me. Have you ever been to New Zealand? you ask
me. No, but you have and I want to hear what made you feel aerated, free. The glow-worm
caves. You traveled deeper than you imagined, without making a peep, sitting in a little
canoe, paddling into the darkness. In the deepest part of the cave, the glow worms hung
from the walls like unsaid ideas. The hungrier they were, the brighter they glowed.

POETRY

YEARS TO COME
HOLDEN BITNER
2013
SOPHOMORE
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We could stare each other down across
This small cast iron table, and then,
We could tell each other about love,
And hope, making promises to be
Together always or instead, lying together
Amid the oak leaves on your trampoline
We could hold hands and read poems to
Each other as the setting sun
Turns white pages to grey
Or later still, in years to come
We could be sitting silent
at the window of an all-night diner.

UNTITLED
MAMIE BIVIN
2013
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JUNIOR
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FLOATING
KUN LIN
2013
SENIOR
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INTERVIEW
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WITH ALLEN WIER

Allen Wier, short story writer and novelist who teaches at
the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, is on leave to be
the first UC Foundation Visiting Scholar/Writer at our own
UTC. His accolades include the twenty-seventh John Dos
Passos Prize for Literature, the Robert Penn Warren Award
for Fiction, a Guggenheim Fellowship, an NEA Fellowship,
and induction into the Fellowship of Southern Writers of
which he was elected Chancellor. The author of five books
of fiction, Wier’s latest novel, Tehano, spans the Civil War
era and depicts a wide array of characters from a variety of
cultural backgrounds. The Denver Post praised Tehano as
the book that gives the author of Lonesome Dove “a run for
his money.” The Los Angeles Times said “This broadness of
vision sustains Wier’s daring imagination which allows us
to fully inhabit the disparate lives of his characters.” The
Dallas Morning News declared that Tehano “. . . may well
be the Great Texas Novel.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE OVERALL THEMES
THAT YOUR WORK ADDRESSES? ARE THERE
THEMES THAT HAVE EMERGED OVER TIME AS

To me, during the writing process the least interesting
element of fiction is theme, though it’s the element most
emphasized by those who are not writers, i.e. professors of
literature, psychologists, theologians, philosophers, etc. I
don’t mean that theme isn’t ultimately important, but I
don’t think writers think about what they want to say and
then sit down to illustrate a theme. That results in a Sunday
School lesson. A fiction writer has a private vision of the
world, and when she or he writes fiction then, naturally,
that vision is reflected in his or her work. A writer’s vision
affects things as small as the details he chooses to include in
description and those details he chooses to leave out.
I suspect many writers would agree with me that “theme”
becomes more interesting after a story is completed, after a
collection is reviewed, after stories are anthologized and put
in textbooks to be analyzed. It was great fun to read what
themes reviewers saw in my work, because (while writing
the stories) I’d never thought about some of the things
reviewers pointed out. We sort of “discover” our themes as we
discover our characters--in the process of writing. But after
a story is published, if a reader walks up to me and says
“I see you were evoking Aristotle here,” I’m not likely to deny
it, but instead I’ll say: “How clever of you to notice.” I’ll take
credit for “unpremeditated” art.
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YOU CONTINUE TO WRITE?
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Things About to Disappear was made up of a bunch of
individual stories written over a period of time, and, later, I
gathered them together to make a coherent collection. They
were not written as parts of a book. This was not a “linked”
collection—except, perhaps, after-the-fact, by themes and
vision that emerged. Linked collections are much more
prevalent now than they used to be. Winesberg, Ohio and
Dubliners are two important, earlier, linked collections that
writers look toward. The linked story collection seems to be
emerging as the new novel.
More workaday elements of fiction are on my mind
before theme and meaning. Point of view, voice and tone,
characterization, structure, pace, and, especially, style
engage me immediately. Of course, anything you say about
the craft of fiction may be contradicted. Anyone can come
along and say just the opposite. I read an essay by the
novelist Francine Prose—she was teaching a class somewhere
far enough away that she had to take a commuter train
each day—about how each day she took a book of stories
to read during the roundtrip ride. After the fourth or fifth
class, riding the train home, she was reading Chekhov,
and she realized that in that day’s class she had told her
students not to do exactly what Chekhov was doing in “The
Lady with the Pet Dog.” Just more evidence that if you are
creative enough any “rule” can be broken effectively.
If you took two different writers and asked each of them
to describe this room, you’d get two different rooms. And if
Jack and Jill are in this room, there are six characters here—
Jack’s Jack, Jill’s Jack, God’s Jack, Jill’s Jill, Jack’s Jill, and
God’s Jill. They are all at the writer’s disposal, separately or
in any combination of voices.

ANY ADVICE FOR OUR READERS WHO
ARE WRITERS?
Maybe the worst advice young or developing writers
ever get is to “write only about what you know.” That
limits what we know to what we have experienced, and it
eliminates (or at least admits the powerlessness of) one’s
imagination. I believe in the magical, transforming power
of the imagination. Art can transcend the Other. I’m not

saying it’s easy or that one always succeeds, but I am saying
we don’t always know all the things we may know. After-thefact, I noticed that I’ve written very few short stories from the
point of view of a woman. Yet every novel I’ve written has a
least one section from a woman’s point of view. A couple of my
novels are entirely from a woman’s point of view. The greatest
accomplishment in War and Peace is that Tolstoy somehow
captured (or conned, or convinced the reader of) the reality
of several very different consciousnesses while using an
omniscient point of view. Part of the fun and challenge of
writing Tehano was that I had so many characters who were
different from one another--gender, race, culture, age, etc. I
wanted to be a good enough ventriloquist to throw my voice
into each of them in ways that did not make any of them
sound like me.

FROM SHORT STORY COLLECTIONS TO LINKED
COLLECTIONS? DO YOU SEE THAT SWITCH
ALSO REFLECTED IN THE MEDIA FORMS THAT
LITERATURE IS BEING PRODUCED IN?
One of my friends, Mitch Wieland, wrote a book, God’s Dogs,
with the subtitle: “a novel in stories.” So he’s a step beyond a
linked collection but not quite as far as calling it, straight up,
a novel. As fewer and fewer people read (very few Americans
read literary fiction or poetry) and as more and more of the
people who do read use digital e-readers, the way in which
people respond to literature is evolving. It seems that even
those who still read literary fiction don’t have the attention
span they used to have. So a linked collection may substitute
for a novel but with only the pithiest, most immediately
engaging scenes included. The other side of that coin is that
any good novelist should distill his or her novel so there are no
boring sections - no literature should be boring. The question
is: What bores you? Generally, I am bored most by plotting
and engaged most by style. There can be a rich texture and
density in literary fiction that may be less appreciated
by readers in our fast-paced time than it was, say, in the
nineteenth century. I’ve tried to get beyond being a dinosaur
about this, but, you know, as an old-fart, I like books. I like the
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OVERALL, HOW DO YOU VIEW THE SWITCH

heft and feel and smell of bound pages of paper and ink and
glue. I can’t imagine getting in a hot bath tub with a Kindle.
But if the convenience and economy of downloading may
engage more people in reading literature (or anything, for
that matter), then I don’t care about the delivery system. It’s
ultimately about the words, whether they’re on a page, or
glowing on a screen. The monks no doubt complained about
Gutenberg, the end of Illuminated manuscripts, and so on.
My mother used to say, with a grin, that change is God’s way
of making you not mind dying so much. Since I’m not ready
to die, I reckon I’ll try to find things to embrace in change.

IN WHAT AREAS DO YOU THINK YOUR WORK
HAS PROGRESSED SINCE YOU WROTE THINGS
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ABOUT TO DISAPPEAR?
Well, I like to think I’m technically more proficient, that
I’ve learned how to do some things better. Like many
writers I was encouraged, perhaps not overtly, to do an
apprenticeship for the novel by first writing short stories.
And that’s kinda foolish, it suggests a story is like a shortshort novel, and that once you’ve written a bunch of them
then you can write a novel. But I don’t think many writers
are equally good at writing short stories and at writing
novels--with the exception of some who just seem to be
pretty damn good at both. I enjoy writing a novel more than
writing a story because I have a fear of beginning again, the
blank page, and I like knowing, day after day, the characters
I’m going to be spending time with.
Creative writing programs are more geared towards the
short story. It’s easier to be helpful in a writing workshop
when you’re talking about a story, because you have the
whole thing there, and you don’t have to speculate what
came before or what comes next. But workshops can be
helpful to the novelist—it’s reassuring if readers pick up
on things the novel writer has in mind. It gives that writer
a boost during the sometimes discouraging, slow process
of making a whole world--a novel. He thinks: “Some
anticipated what I’m planning, and a couple suggested
what I never thought of—but, having heard their insights

and looking again at my manuscript, I think it was there all
along. Now I can take full advantage of a new thread they
helped me see, though I had already, somehow, made
it visible.

DO YOU FEEL THAT THE “SOUTH” HAS AN
INFLUENCE IN YOUR WORK?
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Certainly one’s home, family, and culture influences one’s
fiction. Your roots and your habitat shape how you see
things--even your terminology, different places have
different names for the same exact thing. I’ve gotten a bit
weary of trying to define what makes a writer “Southern.”
I don’t know how many panels I’ve sat on charged with
discussing literary Southern-ness. The standard answer for
“what shapes Southern writers” used to be the King James
Bible Southerners all read, and the warm climate, we sat
out on porches and told stories we’d heard our forebears
tell, oral storytelling. Air-conditioning was invented, and
Southern literature changed. People moved inside and
didn’t fraternize and tell stories. I’m not saying those habits
and changes didn’t contribute to some of what’s common
to Southern writing, but I wonder if the question may be
as much a rural-versus-urban question as it is a Southernversus-Northern question. If you take a Midwestern writer
whose work is rooted in a rural place and put him alongside
a Southern writer whose work is rooted in a rural place, I’m
not sure the differences are going to be definitive. This is,
obviously, a short, sketchy reply to your question. I was born
in Texas, and my forebears were Texans. I grew up there and
in Mexico and in Louisiana. For the past thirty-five years
I’ve lived in Tennessee and Alabama, so I guess I qualify as
Southern, though I have done a heck of a lot of traveling.
And it seems to me that “Language” is the place writers and
readers all inhabit.
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